## SAMPLE ORGANIZATION OF A PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS (Discussion)

**FOCUS/THESIS SECTION**
- Provides the big picture
- Includes “givens” of large-scale rule (if any)
- Provides roadmap of disputed issues based on large-scale rule

### C/I Large-scale Conclusion/Issue
### R Large-scale Rule

### Application

#### [Issue 1]

- **C/I** Conclusion/Issue
- **R** Rule Development
- **A** Application Analysis
  - Counter-analysis, if necessary
- **C** Conclusion for Issue 1

#### [Issue 2]

- **C/I** Conclusion/Issue
- **R** Rule Development

#### Mini-thesis
- Includes givens of small-scale rule (if any)
- Provides roadmap of disputed issues based on small-scale rule

#### [Sub-issue 2(a)]

- **C/I** Conclusion/Issue
- **R** Rule Development
- **A** Application Analysis & Counter-analysis, if necessary
- **C** Conclusion for Issue 2(a)

#### [Sub-issue 2(b)]

- **C/I** Conclusion/Issue
- **R** Rule Development
- **A** Application Analysis & Counter-analysis, if necessary
- **C** Conclusion for Issue 2(b)

**C** Conclusion for Issue 2

**C** Large-scale conclusion
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